Integrating snow management processes and practices into a detailed snowpack model
Relevance, applications and prospects
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Overview

Results

Outlooks

Heavy demand exists for scientific investigation of both snow management
optimization in terms of costs and energy/water consumption and assessments of
the ability of snow industry to face climate change. Here we introduce new
developments targeting the explicit integration of snow management into the
detailed snowpack model Crocus including both physical and socio-economical
considerations.

Crocus actually produces snow accounting for specified properties (fig.1) and in
agreement with the production frame (fig.2). The energy balance of the snowpack
is thus modified by this extra material as well as by densification which can be
observed on Figures 5 and 6. This results in higher snowpack depth and snow
water equivalent (SWE), colder ground temperature and later complete removal.
This is consistent with resorts snow managers experience.

Following Francois et al. (2014), we crossed SAFRAN-Crocus and “BD Stations”:
snowpack simulations can be applied on the geographical database “BD Stations”
(fig.8) to assess snow conditions in French Alps ski resorts (fig. 9 and 10). Further
analysis of snow management in ski resorts should be possible thanks to this new
model chain. We particularly look forward assessing the resorts ability to face
climate change thanks to potential climate scenarii.

Fig.5: Snowpack height and SWE when forcing MM snow density and microstructure
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Accounting for MM snow properties
(fig.1) impacts the snowpack behavior
(fig. 5). Higher density probably acts
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or abundant natural snow
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Les 2 Alpes (fig.8) ski resort (Oisans, French Alps) is the twelfth most visited
resort in France. It is equipped with approximately 200 snowguns below an
altitude of 2100m.a.s.l. Above that line, only densification is applied. Fig. 9 and
10 show results according to that configuration.
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Fig.9: Under scarce natural snow
conditions, snow management highly
improves the snowpack conditions over
the season.
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The detailed multi-layer snowpack
model Crocus (Vionnet et al.,
2012) is usually run in French
mountain regions using outputs of
the meteorological downscaling
and
surface
analysis
tool
SAFRAN (Durand et al., 2009).
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Fig.10: Before 2006 Christmas
holidays. Snowmaking can not
always compensate the lack of
natural snow when meteorological
conditions do not allow it.
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The densification mostly impacts
the snowpack thermal conductivity
which leads to a gradual relative
cooling of the densified vs. the
natural snowpack and makes it
more “resistant” against ablation
processes
Fig.6: Effect of densification as simulated by
Crocus on snow depth, SWE and ground
temperature

2006-2007: “Dry and warm!” one of the worst winter seasons over the last
two decades in Europe with low precipitations and relatively warm conditions.
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